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Pre Chat	


This programme is simply one session, focussing on agility, in 

particular side-stepping.!

Try this session once a week on top of other speed work to really 

make sure you can utilise your speed with the ball in hand.!

Try this session twice a week to really improve your footwork and 

stepping ability!

The idea here is that with this programme we are really going to try 

and work on your sprinting and stepping mechanics to then best 

utilise your strength and power into making you faster.!

!
Ideally this programme would be done on off-days, it would also be 

possible to do this session the day before a game as a Primer-type 

session to have you going into the game with extra power.!

!
!
!
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Keys to AGILITY!

!
Body Angle, Extension and Foot Placement!

We spoke about all 3 of these factors in the original Velocity Plugin. 

They all apply to sidestepping too.!

!
The ability to change direction at a 

speed requires the full force of the 

outside leg to be planted into the 

ground, the player then should lean with 

their whole body into the direction they want to move.!

The faster you are moving at the point of the step, the more you will 

need to lean to really change direction.!



If you are only at a slow pace, the lean isn't really needed until after 

the step, take for example this picture of Quade Cooper stepping:!

He is about to plant his left foot and is getting ready to lean.!

Foot (toe) Plant Position!

The foot plant position is quite the opposite to top-end sprinting 

speed, where you want total control in a straight line by having your 

feet under you.!

When it comes to stepping you want the outside foot to be as wide as 

possible to really project you into the opposite direction, it will also 

force you to really lean and create a good body angle.!

We still need to be in control of this foot when it is wide, which is why 

we do the footwork drills at the beginning.!

!



!
Session!

Warm Up!

!
1) Forward Foot In-And-Outs x 10m x 4 sets 

each leg!
Start with 5m run, every stride the foot strike of one leg alternates between either 
side of the line (or ladder) start slowly and keep control of the foot!

2) Hop In-And-Outs + 5m Sprint x 5m x 3 sets 
each leg!

Hop your foot either side of the line (or ladder), whilst also moving forward, when 
you finish 5m, plant the foot and sprint to the opposite direction for 5m. I.e. if you 
you’re using your right foot, plant and sprint to the left.!

3) Speed Skater Jumps x 3 Each Leg + 10m 
Sprint  x 4 Sets Each Leg (8 total)!

Drive off each foot and stride into the opposite direction. Take off into a sprint 
after your last jump.!

4) 10m Stepping Drill x 4 Each Side!
Whilst at 3/4 pace heading towards one corner of the 10x10 square (use cones 
halfway line / 10m). Step in one direction into an all out sprint to that corner, step 
off the other food at 90 and sprint to the opposite corner to which you started.!

5) 3 Broad Jumps into 15m Sprint x 4!
Aim for as much distance with each jump as you can, keep the momentum and 
try to control the balance!


